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WEBSITE DISCLAIMER 
 
 
The information contained on this website, including ideas, suggestions, and other materials, is 
educational in nature and is provided only as general information.  The information presented on 
this website is not intended to create, and does not constitute any professional relationship 
between Paula McGuire and the reader and should not be relied upon as medical, psychological, 
or other professional advice of any kind or nature whatsoever.   
 
Any information, stories, examples, or testimonials presented on this website do not constitute a 
warranty, guarantee, or prediction regarding the outcome of an individual using any such 
material contained herein for any particular purpose or issue.  While all materials and links and 
other resources are posted in good faith, the accuracy, validity, effectiveness, completeness, or 
usefulness of any information herein, as with any publication, cannot be guaranteed.   
 
Paula McGuire accepts no responsibility or liability whatsoever for the use or misuse of the 
information contained on this website.  By viewing this website you agree to fully release, 
indemnify, and hold harmless, Paula McGuire, her heirs, personal representatives, consultants, 
employees, volunteers and others associated with Birth Your Life™ from any claim or liability 
whatsoever and for any damage or injury, personal, emotional, psychological, financial or 
otherwise, which you may incur arising at any time out of or in relation to your use of this 
website and the information, ideas, suggestions,  and other materials contained herein.  Paula 
McGuire strongly advises you seek professional advice as appropriate before making any health 
decision.  If any court of law rules that any part of the Disclaimer is invalid, the Disclaimer 
stands as if those parts were struck out. 
 

Copyright and Trademark Information 
 
This website contains copyrighted material (all rights reserved).  You may not disseminate, 
modify, copy, in whole or in part, the information contained herein unless specifically permitted 
to do so by Paula McGuire. 
 
“Birth Your Life” is a trademark of Paula McGuire and may only be used with permission.  
“TAT” is a registered trademark of Tapas Fleming being used with permission. 
“ThetaHealing” is a registered trademark used with permission from the THINK Institute.    

By continuing to explore our website, you agree to all of the above 

Please enjoy my website! 


